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Abstract

Yb3Co4Ge13 is the first example of a Remeika phase with a 3D + 3 [space group

P 4̄3n(a,0,0)000(0,a,0)000(0,0,a)000; a = 8.72328(1) Å, Q1 = Q2 = Q3 = 0.4974(2)]

modulated crystal structure. A slight shift of the composition towards higher Yb-

content (i.e.Yb3.2Co4Ge12.8) leads to the disappearance of the satellite reflections and

stabilization of the disordered primitive cubic [space group Pm3̄n, a = 8.74072(2) Å]

Remeika prototype structure. The stoichiometric structurally modulated germanide is

a metal with hole-like charge carriers, where Yb-ions are in a temperature dependent

intermediate valence state of +2.60−+2.66 for the temperature range 85− 293K. The

valence fluctuations have been investigated by means of temperature dependent X-ray

absorption spectroscopy, magnetic susceptibility and thermopower measurements.

Introduction

Intermetallic clathrates,1,2 filled skutterudites3 and some Remeika phases4,5 belong to the

group of so-called cage-compounds, where a positively charged cation (mainly alkali-, alkaline-

earth, rare-earth- or actinide-atom) is incorporated in an enlarged void formed by a nega-

tively charged framework of covalently bonded p− and d−elements. If a cage-compound con-

tains an rare-earth (R) ion, then the combination of different chemical bondings (i.e. covalent

and ionic) together with competition between the Kondo effect and the Ruderman-Kittel-

Kasuya-Yosida interaction frequently result in such intriguing phenomena as superconduc-

tivity, heavy fermion state, quantum criticality, intermediate valence (IV) state, non-Fermi-

liquid behavior etc.

R metals like Ce, Sm, Eu and Yb frequently reveal a non-integer valence in intermetallic

compounds.6,7 Such a behavior is caused by 4f -states being localized in close vicinity to

the Fermi level EF, which means that in case of their hybridization both charge and spin

fluctuations can occur. Such an IV state assumes for instance Yb-atoms to spend some time

in a non-magnetic (i.e. 4f 14) and another fraction of time in a magnetic (4f 13) configuration,
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respectively. To describe the dynamics of the valence fluctuations (VF) the interconfigura-

tional fluctuation (ICF)8 and Kondo9–11 models are usually used. The ICF model assumes

the valence to depend on the energy difference between two corresponding states and on a

characteristic fluctuation temperature. This model frequently fails to describe the VF in in-

termetallics containing Ce and Yb, since these atoms reveal complicated crystal electric field

(CEF) multiplets (J = 5/2 and J = 7/2, respectively) splitting (for instance the splitting

energy between the J = 7/2 ground state and J = 5/2 excited state for Yb3+ is particularly

large and amounts ∼ 1.3 eV in YbCuAl12 and YbB12
13). Therefore, the Kondo model, which

takes into account the impurity-mediated hopping of the electrons between various total

angular momentum eigenstates around it and thus, consider the whole multiplet9 is more

appropriate for the description of VF.

Yb3Co4Ge13 is a Remeika phase reported to crystallize with the primitive cubic Yb3Rh4Sn13

prototype, where the 24k site occupied by Ge-atoms is split.14 As it is typical for IV systems,

it reveals also a maximum in the magnetic susceptibility χ(T )14,15 as well as temperature

dependent X-ray absorption spectra (XAS).14 Both studies14,15 analyzed χ(T ) within the

ICF model. The spin-fluctuation temperature Tsf = 226K obtained in14 and the exchange

energy Eex = 770K indicated the mean valence of Yb-atoms ν = 2.66. This value was also

further confirmed by the deconvolution of X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) data.

Since cage-compounds can reveal low thermal conductivity κ(T ) (due to their fillers-

dominated phonon dispersions) and good electrical conductivity (due to the covalently

bonded framework) they show promising thermoelectric (TE) properties. Morozkin et al.16

investigated the TE performance of Yb3Co4Ge13 and its doped variants Yb3−xRxCo4Ge13

(R = La,Ce). However, these Remeika phases were found to possess small Seebeck coeffi-

cients (S ∼ 10− 20µV K−1 at ∼ 250K) and high κ(T ) ∼ 8− 16Wm−1 K−1 thus, indicating

negligibly small TE performance with ZT ∼ 10−3 at RT. This could indicate Yb3Co4Ge13 to

be not a cage compound in the classical sense and thus, points towards a structural model

of one of the distorted variants of the Yb3Rh4Sn13 prototype reported recently in numerous
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publications.5,17–20

In this work we show Yb3+xCo4Ge13−x to possess a homogeneity range with important

consequences for the concomitant crystal structures. Combining powder and single crys-

tal X-ray diffraction with a high resolution transmission electron microscopy study we dis-

covered that the stoichiometric 3:4:13 germanide crystallizes with a non-centrosymmetric

3D + 3 modulated variant of the Yb3Rh4Sn13 Remeika type of structure.4 However, off-

stoichiometric Yb3.2Co4Ge12.8 crystallizes with the structurally disordered primitive cubic

Yb3Rh4Sn13 Remeika prototype. The VF in the modulated Yb3Co4Ge13 are analyzed on

the base of the Kondo model. We also report the low temperature electrical and thermal

transport properties for this Remeika phase.

Experimental

Two samples with the chemical compositions Yb3Co4Ge13 and Yb3.2Co4Ge12.8 have been

synthesized from Ytterbium-ingots (Ames, 99.95 wt.%), Cobalt-foil (Chempur, 99.9 wt.%)

and semiconductor-grade Germanium (Chempur, 99.9999 wt.%) pieces in a high frequency

furnace (Trump Hüttinger) at a temperature T ≈ 1400 ◦C (weight losses around 1% and

0.6%, respectively). The obtained pieces were placed in Carbon crucibles, enclosed in tan-

talum tubes, sealed in evacuated quartz glass ampules and annealed at 850 ◦C for 1week.

All manipulations were performed in a glove box system under protective argon atmosphere

[p(H2O), p(O2)< 1 ppm].

The samples were characterized by powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) on a Huber G670

Guinier camera (CoKα1 radiation, λ = 1.78897Å). Further high-resolution PXRD was per-

formed at the ID22 beamline of the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) for

the Yb3.2Co4Ge12.8 sample. Single crystal diffraction (SCXRD, two-circle diffractometer Stoe

IPDS-2T, MoKα, λ = 0.71073 Å) was performed on the mechanically extracted from the

bulk sample crystals of ∼10–100 µm size).The lattice parameter refinement by least-squares
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fitting, the Rietveld refinement, as well as all data transformations and manipulations con-

cerning modulation were performed with the WinCSD software package.21

Transmission electron microscopy was used to verify the crystal structure of the sam-

ple. The transmission electron microscope JEM-2200FS from Jeol, which is equipped with

a field emission gun (200 kV acceleration voltage), Cs corrector in the illumination system,

high-resolution objective lens (Cs= 0.5mm), omega filter and highly sensitive 2K× 2K CCD

camera, was used in the conventional (TEM) and raster mode (STEM). The high-resolution

(HRTEM) images and selected-area electron diffraction (SAED) images were recorded in the

TEM mode, while in the STEM mode the high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) detector

for the estimation of atomic arrangement was used. The results were verified using corre-

sponding simulations. The sample for the examination was prepared from the synthesized

bulk sample using the focused ion beam (FIB) technique. The simulations of the HRSTEM

contrast were carried out by considering the specific parameters of the TEM JEM-2200FS

using the program "MacTampas".22

To perform microstructural analyses small pieces of the samples were embedded in a

conductive resin, grinded and then polished. The obtained surfaces were investigated us-

ing a light-optical microscope (Zeiss Axioplan 2) and a scanning electron microscope (Jeol

JSM - 7800F). The chemical composition was analyzed by means of energy dispersive X-

ray spectroscopy (EDXS) (Quantax 400 EDXS system, Bruker). The obtained composi-

tions Yb3.2(1)Co4.1(1)Ge12.5(2) (for the stoichiometric sample) Yb3.4(1)Co4.1(1)Ge12.7(2) (for the

off-stoichiometric one) nicely reproduce the expected trends in Yb:Ge ratios, despite some

inaccuracies in the Yb- and Ge-contents. To clarify this point some additional WDX study

using appropriate standards would be necessary.

The X-ray absorption spectra (XAS) near the Yb LIII edge of Yb3Co4Ge13 together with

the non-diluted reference compounds Yb2O3 (Sigma-Aldrich) were measured in transmission

mode in temperature range 85 − 293K at ROBL BM20 beamline of ESRF. The emission

energy was selected using the 〈331〉 reflection of five spherically bent Ge crystal analyzers
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aligned at 87o Bragg angle. The spectra were recorded at a scattering angle of 90o in the

horizontal plane. The intensity was normalized to the incident flux. A combined (incident

convoluted with emitted) energy resolution of 0.8 eV was determined from the full width at

half maximum of the elastic peak.

The magnetic susceptibility was measured in a SQUID magnetometer (MPMS XL-7,

Quantum Design).

The transport properties were measured down to 1.9K using the TTO- and heat capacity

options of an commercial system (PPMS, Quantum Design).

Results and discussion

Crystal structure

The strongest reflections of the PXRD pattern of Yb3Co4Ge13 could be indexed with the

cubic unit cell parameter (UCP) ≈ 8.72Å (Laue class m3m), which fulfilled the extinction

conditions hhl: 2h + l = 2n (possible SGs Pm3̄n and P 4̄3m). Further attempts to refine

the crystal structure assuming such a symmetry resulted in a model analogous with that of

Yb3.2Co4Ge12.8 (see below as well as Tab. S1). However, the large number of weak reflections,

which approximately correspond to the doubling of UCP could not be neglected. Therefore

in the next step the structural model of the La3Rh4Sn13 type (SG I4132, a ≈ 17.5Å)17 was

chosen to describe the Yb3Co4Ge13 structure. The crystallographic details of the refinement

assuming such a model are given in Tab. 1. The final values of the atomic coordinates and

displacement parameters are collected in Tab. S1. However, despite the low reliability factors

(Tab. 1) the differential XRD profile obtained from such a refinement (Fig. 1a) revealed a

rather poor description (blue line in Fig. 1c) of the weak satellites. Therefore to verify

the structural model of the Yb3Co4Ge13 germanide an additional TEM investigation was

performed.
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Figure 1: Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) patterns for Yb3Co4Ge13 (SG I4132) (a) and
Yb3.2Co4Ge12.8 (SG Pm3n) (b). Inset c: selected 1/d-range of the PXRD pattern of
Yb3Co4Ge13 (SG I4132) together with the refinements assuming the La3Rh4Sn13-model (blue
line) and its split variant (red line) (see main text for more discussion). The indexing shows
reflections simultaneous fulfilling a condition h = 2n, k = 2n and l = 2n (brown ticks)
[coinciding nicely with the positions of (124) and (233) reflections for Yb3.2Co4Ge12.8 (SG
Pm3n) (inset d)] as well as those corresponding exclusively to the SG I4132 (i. e. breaking
the above conditions) (dark yellow ticks). Inset e: full widths at the half maxima for both
Yb3Co4Ge13 (SG I4132) (closed dark yellow circles for reflections simultaneously fulfilling
condition h = 2n, k = 2n and l = 2n and open circles for those breaking it) as well as
Yb3.2Co4Ge12.8 (SG Pm3n) (brown triangles).
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Table 1: Crystallographic data for Yb3+xCo4Ge13−x (x = 0, 0.2)

Composition Yb3Co4Ge13 Yb3Co4Gea13 Yb3.2Co4Ge12.8

Space group (NN) P43n (a,0,0)000(0,a,0)
000(0,0,a)000

I4132(214) Pm3n(223)

a (Å) 8.72328(1) 17.445(1) 8.7407(1)
Q1 = Q2 = Q3 0.4974(2)
Calculated density ρ
(g cm−3)

8.45(1) 8.49(1) 8.56(1)

Detector CCD image plate ID22 (ESRF)
Radiation, λ (Å) MoKα1 0.70930 CoKα1 1.78897 0.42768
Maximal 2θ(◦) 56.49 100 45
Minimum h, k, l 1, 0, -6 0, 0, 1 0, 0, 1
Maximum h, k, l 11, 8, 6 8, 10, 14 8, 11, 15
Minimum
m1,m2,m3

-1, -1, -1

Maximum
m1,m2,m3

1, 1, 1

N(hkl)measured 18423
Independent reflec-
tions

1902

Main reflections 1210 (Rσ = 0.0171)
Satellites 692 (Rσ = 0.134)
Refined parameters 82 34 19
Goodness of fit, S 1.020
RI, RP 0.054, 0.102 0.036, 0.066
RF 0.0251
Rhkl000 0.0495
Rhklm1m2m3 0.1688
Residual peaks
(eÅ−3)

-0.94/1.23 -1.2/1.5 -2.7/3.3

a an averaged struc-
ture
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Figure 2: Comparison of measured and indexed SAED images of the Yb3Co4Ge13 phase (a)
with the calculated SAEDs of SG I4132 (b) and SG Pm3n (c) for the zone axis [001].

Figure 3: HRTEM image of a [001]-oriented Yb3Co4Ge13 crystal (a) with corresponding
indexed FFT (inset), measured (b) and simulated (c) HRSTEM DF image of the I4132
phase with an overlay of the corresponding crystal lattice.

The phase analysis of the FIBed sample was carried out by means of electron diffrac-

tion in the TEM. The indexed SAED image (Fig. 2a) could be assigned to the SG I4132.

A comparison of two simulated SAED images (Fig. 2b,c) clearly show that the (110) and

(310) reflections are only characteristic for the structural model within the SG I4132. The

simulation was carried out with the software JEMS23 based on the principles of the dynamic

theory of electron diffraction. For the simulations the experimental parameters of the mi-

croscope and the sample thicknesses of 139.5 nm and 123.9 nm for the I4132 phase (Fig. 2b)

and Pm3n phase (Fig. 2c) were used, respectively. The deviations between the intensities of

the corresponding peaks in the measured (Fig. 2a) and simulated (Fig. 2b) SAED images are
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due to dynamic effects.

The phase assignment was also carried out using high-resolution microscopy. For this

purpose, the high-resolution contrasts were analyzed both by fast Fourier transform (FFT)

and by comparing the experimental and simulated HR(S)TEM images (Fig. 3). As it was

found in the SAED pattern, the FFT of HRTEM shows the presence of phase-specific reflec-

tions, e.g. (110) (inset to Fig. 3a) for the same [001]-orientation of the sample (Fig. 3a). Due

to the strong dependence of the phase contrast of the HRTEM images on the defocus and

sample thickness, it is difficult to compare the measured and simulated HRTEM images. It

is much easier in the case of HRSTEM DF images. The recorded (Fig. 3b) and simulated

(Fig. 3c) HRSTEM DF images show a good agreement with each other as well with the

corresponding atomic arrangement of the I4132 phase (i.e. La3Rh4Sn13 type17) (overlays in

Fig. 3b,c).

However, despite the fact that the PXRD and TEM data of Yb3Co4Ge13 could be accept-

ably described with the non-centrosymmetric body-centred La3Rh4Sn13 model, the former

failed completely in the description of the single crystal XRD (SCXRD) data. The main

problem was that the satellites indicating the doubling of UCP could be indexed only ap-

proximately. This discrepancy is already visible in the indexing of the PXRD data, where

standard deviations for the majority of satellites (12 of 19 observed) are by a factor of ∼ 2

larger than those of the main reflections (Fig. S1). Additionally, as one can see from Fig. 1e,

the satellites are normally broader than the main reflections. These puzzling results indicated

a possibly modulated crystal structure and prompted us to transform the diffraction peaks

with the help of a 3-dimensional modulation vector [α 0 0] [0 α 0] [0 0 α] (where α ≈ 0.5)

and re-index them now with 6 indexes hklm1m2m3 characteristic for a 3D + 3 modulated

structure. In this notation 3D represents the dimension of the physical three-dimensional

space (where e.g. the atoms are positioned) whereas 3 additional dimensions, orthogonal

to 3D, are necessary to describe the modulation.24 Further, the UCP and the modulation

vector α were precisely estimated from the indexing and Rietveld refinement of PXRD data
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(Tab. 1).

The analysis of the extinction conditions [i.e. hhlm1m1m3 with l = 2n, h(−h)lm1(−m1)m3

with l = 2n, hkhm1m2m1 with k = 2n, hk(−h)m1m2(−m1) with k = 2n, hkkm1m2m2 with

h = 2n and hk(−k)m1m2(−m2) with h = 2n] indicated the superspace groups Pm3̄n(a,0,0)

000(0,a,0)000(0,0,a)000 and P 4̄3n(a,0,0)000(0,a,0)000(0,0,a)000 in the notation after Stokes,

Campbell and van Smaalen.25,26 Further refinements revealed that a reasonable structural

model could be found only adopting the non-centrosymmetric superspace group.

In the first step of the refinement, the basic structure in the 3D space group P 4̄3n (cf.

Tab. S1) was refined and then the satellites were added. In the subsequent step, positional

and occupational modulations described by modulation functions (MF) of the first order

(listed in supporting information) were applied. The intensities of higher orders at the re-

spective estimated value of the modulation vector are not observable. Contrary to 3D + 1

modulations, where positional MFs are simple sin or cos functions and occupational mod-

ulations are described by so-called crenel functions,27 the 3D + 3 modulation assumes the

coordinates of the basic structure (i.e. x0, y0, z0, see formulas in supporting information) to

be additionally altered by complicated superpositions of sin or cos functions in super-space

(i.e. coordinates x4, x5, x6) in both cases. And even more, having parametrized the posi-

tional and occupational MFs it remains to consider their 3D ”shape” in super-space (i.e. as

functions of x4, x5, x6) and the implied structural consequences of this ”shape” for the real 3D

physical space.28 The real crystal can be understood as a three-dimensional section through

the (3D+3)-dimensional periodic ’supercrystal’ and the diffraction pattern of the modulated

crystal is treated as the projection of its (3D + 3)-dimensional reciprocal lattice.24,29

The refined atomic coordinates for Yb3Co4Ge13, modulation amplitudes of the positional

modulations as well as the occupational modulation amplitudes for Ge-atoms at the split

positions are collected in Tab. S1, Tab. S2 and Tab. S3, respectively. No modulation was

applied for the refinement of the displacement parameters (Tab. S4).

The refined occupational MFs for Ge2- and Ge3-atoms are presented in 3D super-space
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as dependence of x4, x5, x6 in Fig. 4. As one can see, the maxima calculated from the refined

parameters of the modulated occupancies for Ge3-atoms coincide with the minima of position

occupancies for Ge2. Here it should be noted, that the powder Rietveld refinement (not

presented in Tab. S1) results in practically full statistical distribution of Ge2 and Ge3 atoms.

This might indicate the existence of disproportionate partial ordering in different crystallites,

where different distributions of position occupancy functions occur.

In addition, the modulated structural model obtained from SCXRD was used to refine

PXRD data. As it is clearly visible from Fig. 1c it provides a much better description of

the satellites (red line) in comparison with those obtained from the non-centrosymmetric

body-centred La3Rh4Sn13 model (blue line). Providing an approximate description for both

the powder- and single crystal XRD data the latter structural model could be considered as

an averaged one for the complex modulated structure.

Figure 4: 3D positional MFs distribution dependence in the super-space (x4, x5, x6 vary
within 0÷2) for Ge2 (a) and Ge3 (b) in the modulated Yb3Co4Ge13 structure. The isosurfaces
with occupancy G = 0.64 are shown.

The Yb3.2Co4Ge12.8 sample was also characterized with high resolution PXRD (Fig. 1b).

Interestingly, in this diffraction pattern no satellites are observed and the peaks reveal a very

narrow FWHM (i.e. 0.01− 0.03◦) (Fig. 1e). They can be indexed within the cubic primitive

lattice with the UCP a = 8.7407(1)Å (i.e. by a factor of ∼ 2 smaller than the value of the

lattice parameter of the stoichiometric Yb3Co4Ge13 averaged structure) (Tab. 1). The close

relationship between both UCPs is nicely seen in Figs. 1c and 1d: the hkl reflections with

12



Figure 5: Array of the corner sharing [RhGe6] trigonal prisms (tan) together with [Ge1Ge12]
or [Yb2Ge12] icosahedra (pale blue) as well as [Yb1Ge12] cuboctahedra (light grey) in the
crystal structures of idealized Yb3Co4Ge13 (i.e. Yb3Rh4Sn13 prototype) (upper panel) and
the off-stoichiometric Yb3.2Co4Ge12.8 split variant (lower panel). Ge-atoms are shown as
blue balls, whereas Yb-atoms are in grey. The ‘doubled’ vertices of all polyhedra (the red
[Yb2Ge12] icosahedra incorporated in the pale blue ones are shown to stress this situation)
are not real because of the statistical occupancy of the Ge2- and Ge2a-sites (Tab. S1).
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the condition h = 2n, k = 2n and l = 2n [in the case of SG Pm3̄n they correspond to indices

h/2, k/2, l/2 (not shown in Fig. 1c)] are common for both powder patterns, while those

breaking it are observed only for Yb3Co4Ge13. However, the Rietveld refinement assuming

the structural model of the fully ordered Remeika Yb3Rh4Sn13 prototype4 for Yb3.2Co4Ge12.8

resulted in high values of the reliability factor (RI = 0.067) and residual electron density (ED)

of 11.2 eÅ−3. This density was localized near the position of the Ge2-atom and split of this

crystallographic site led to RI = 0.057 and ED of 8.8 eÅ−3. Further Fourier transformation

indicated that this ED is now localized near the Ge1-atom. Its shift off the centre as well

as the introduction of an additional Yb-atom partially occupying the 2a site brought us to

the final values of RI, residual peak in ED and atomic parameters presented in Tabs. 1 and

S1, respectively. The strong structural disorder in Yb3.2Co4Ge12.8 is in line with numerous

similar reports for 3:4:13 Remeika phases (see Tab. 1 in5 as well as30,31). We infer from these

observations that the Yb3Co4Ge13 samples investigated in14 and15 probably were slightly

off-stoichiometric.

The close structural relationship within the group-subgroup scheme between Remeika

phases crystallizing with Yb3Rh4Sn13 (SG Pm3n) and La3Rh4Sn13 (SG I4132) types is

widely discussed in the literature.5,18–20 Both structures are characterized by a corner sharing

trigonal prismatic array with icosahedra and cuboctahedra in the space in-between. Such

structural arrangements for idealized Yb3Co4Ge13 (i.e. Yb3Rh4Sn13 prototype) and the off-

stoichiometric Yb3.2Co4Ge12.8 split variant are presented in Fig. 5.

The interatomic distances in the stoichiometric Yb3Co4Ge13 averaged structure as well

as in Yb3.2Co4Ge12.8 are collected in Tab. S5. They are characterized by no Yb-Yb and Co-

Co bonding contacts. Ge-Ge distances are slightly larger than the sum of atomic radii of

germanium (rGe = 1.25Å32). The shortenings of Yb-Ge, Yb-Co and Co-Ge contacts varies

within 4.5 − 6.8%, 3.3 − 4.6% and 4.0 − 9.3%, respectively. All these observations agree

well with earlier reports for Remeika phases.5,18,19
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Figure 6: X-ray absorption spectra (XAS) of Yb3Co4Ge13 at different temperatures together
with the spectrum of Yb2O3 as a reference compound. Inset: temperature change of Yb
valence deduced from the deconvolution of XAS as well as from the ICF model applied to
the magnetic susceptibility (see text below).

X-ray absorption spectroscopy

Temperature dependent X-ray absorption spectra (XAS) of Yb3Co4Ge13 in comparison with

the Yb2O3 reference compound are depicted in Fig. 6. The measured XAS clearly reveal

two white lines. The high-energy one (centred at ∼ 8947 eV) coincides almost with the

absorption peak of Yb2O3 and thus, corresponds to an 4f 13 (Yb3+) configuration. The

low energy shoulder near ∼ 8940 eV is due to the 4f 14 (Yb2+) state. As one can see from

Fig. 6 the intensities of both white lines in the XAS of Yb3Co4Ge13 are slightly temperature

dependent (the intensity of the high-energy feature increases with increasing temperature,

while those of the low-energy one decreases). All these observations indicate Yb-atoms

displaying a temperature dependent intermediate valence in the structure of Yb3Co4Ge13.

The deconvolution of the measured spectra indicate a small valence change of +2.60(1) −

+2.66(1) in the temperature range 85−293K (inset to Fig. 6). This result is in fair agreement

with the earlier reported Yb+2.66(3) valence at 77K.14
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Magnetic susceptibility

The magnetic susceptibilities χ(T ) of Yb3Co4Ge13 measured in this work as well as those

measured in14,15 are presented in Fig. 7a. They are almost identical for all three samples

for T > 50K, while for the lower temperature range χ(T ) of the material investigated by

Mudryk et al.14 reveals a very strong upturn. This could be attributed to a higher content

of paramagnetic impurity. This comparison shows also that the bulk sample synthesized in

this work is of the comparable quality as the single crystal from Ref. 15 The similarity of

χ(T ) of the obviously off-stoichiometric samples (containing material with primitive cubic

structures) analysed in14 and15 with the body-centred one investigated here confirm again

the same cuboctahedral environment (i.e. [YbGe12]) in both structures, as it is shown in

Ref. 5
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Figure 7: Temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility of Yb3Co4Ge13 together
with a fit to the ICF model and with the prediction of the Coqblin-Schrieffer (CS) model for
J = 5/2 (χ0 = 4.15 × 10−2; T0 = 584K). Inset a: Magnetic susceptibility for Yb3Co4Ge13

measured in this work in comparison with those reported by Mudryk et al.14 and by Rai
et al..15 Inset b: reciprocal magnetic susceptibility for Yb3Co4Ge13 together with the Curie-
Weiss fit (orange line).

The magnetic susceptibility of Yb3Co4Ge13 fits to a Curie-Weiss (CW) law in the tem-

perature range 240 − 400K (Fig. 7b). The fit results in an effective magnetic moment

µeff = 4.1(1)µB (close to the theoretically calculated Yb3+-ion value of 4.54µB) and the

high negative Weiss temperature ΘP = −382(3)K, which is due to the large characteristic
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energy (∼ 150K) of the valence fluctuations in the studied compound (see below).

Below 240K χ(T ) of Yb3Co4Ge13 (Fig. 7) deviates drastically from the CW-like depen-

dence, shows a maximum centred at ∼ 150K, then decreases down to 25K and finally slightly

increases below this temperature. This is a typical behaviour expected for systems with IV

state of Yb atoms,33,34 which is in agreement with the performed XAS measurements.

Firstly, we tried to analyze χ(T ) of Yb3Co4Ge13 by applying the interconfiguration fluc-

tuation model (ICF).8 The magnetic susceptibility within this model is given as:

χICF(T ) = NAµ
2
eff

1− νeff

kB(T + Tsf)
(1)

where νeff is the fractional occupation of the divalent state and it can be calculated from:

νeff =
1

1 + 8 exp[−Eex/kB(T + Tsf)]
(2)

In the formula above, Eex is the interconfigurational excitation energy and Tsf defines

the width of all sublevels of the two configurations. Since the studied Yb3Co4Ge13 sample

shows some CW impurity contributions for T < 25K and paramagnetism due to conduction-

electrons the χimp(T ) = Cimp/(T − Θimp) and χ0, have to be used, respectively. Thus the

χ(T ) of Yb3Co4Ge13 is described by:

χ(T ) = χICF(T ) + χimp(T ) + χ0 (3)

A fit to Eq. 3 is given in Fig. 7 by the blue dashed line and results in Eex/kB = 613(2)K;

Tsf = 82.7(4)K; Cimp = 4.5(2) emuKmol−1; Θimp = −396(9)K and χ0 = −1.4(1) ×

10−3 emumol−1 (values close to those published in Ref. 15). The average valence of Yb

atoms in Yb3Co4Ge13 can be calculated as n = 2νeff + 3(1 − νeff). As one can see from the

inset to Fig. 6 the ICF valence values are much smaller, than those estimated from XAS.

Close values of n, i.e.+2.61 (ICF) and +2.66 (XAS), are observed only for T > 300K.
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Valences calculated from magnetic susceptibility at lower temperatures decrease much

stronger. This can be explained by a drastic decrease of the fractional occupancy νeff below

150K, which follows the χ(T ) dependence. The failure of the ICF model to describe the

mean valence of R-atoms is known for some Ce-,35,36 Eu-37–39 and Yb-containing40,41 IV

systems.

A broad maximum in χ(T ) is a characteristic feature of a Kondo system with large

characteristic energy. As it is seen in Fig. 7 the Coqblin-Schrieffer (CS) model proposed by

Rajan for the multiplet J = 5/2 and degeneracy N = 69 perfectly fits with the magnetic

susceptibility of Yb3Co4Ge13 in the temperature range 30− 400K. The scaling energy T0 =

584K, obtained from adjustment of the Kondo model to our experiment, is converted into a

Kondo temperature (in its high-T definition) according to TK = 2πT0WJ/(2J + 1) = 396K,

where W5/2 = 0.6468 is a Wilson number that relates χ0 to TK.42

Here it should be also noted that χ(T ) of Yb3Co4Ge13 rather has to be fitted including

the whole Yb3+ muliplet J = 7/2 (N = 8). The failure of such a description is due to the

fact that the CS-model does not take into account the crystal electric field (CEF) splitting

effects.9 Since in the 3D+3 modulated structure of Yb3Co4Ge13 the point symmetry of the

Yb-position cannot be even described within a conventional crystallography (i.e. is low) the

CEF splitting effects are expected to be of a very complex character. Similar situations,

where the maxima in χ(T ) were actually described by the lowered due to CEF effects)

J = 5/2 multiplet are reported for e.g. YbCuAl43 and YbCu5−xAgx,44 which are much

simpler cases in comparison with Yb3Co4Ge13 since they crystallize with the conventional

hexagonal Fe2P45 and CaCu5
46 structure types.

Transport properties

The low temperature specific heat of Yb3Co4Ge13 (Fig. 8) reveals field dependent λ-anomalies

below 3K (inset to Fig. 8). The anomaly in 0-field is centred at ∼ 2.3K, which would

correspond to the antiferromagnetic ordering (AFO) of Yb2O3.47 Since no signs of any AFO
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are visible in the magnetic measurements and no peaks belonging to Yb2O3 are detected in

the HR XRD pattern we have to conclude that the oxide impurity in Yb3Co4Ge13 is of minor

character and < 0.5mol.%.

In the temperature range 3−11K the cp/T (T 2) dependence for Yb3Co4Ge13 is linear and

has been fit to the cp = γT + βT 3 ansatz. From the fit we find: γ = 105.0(5)mJmol−1 K−2

and β = 4.08(9)mJmol−1 K−4 indicating a Debye temperature ΘD = 212(1)K.
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Figure 8: Specific heat of Yb3Co4Ge13 in cp/T vsT 2 presentation together with the fit to
cp = γT + βT 3 ansatz (red line). Inset: field dependent anomalies due to antiferromagnetic
ordering of an Yb2O3 impurity.

The temperature dependence of electrical resistivity ρ(T ) for Yb3Co4Ge13 is depicted

in Fig. 9. It increases with increasing temperature in the whole studied temperature range

and is of the same order of magnitude as expected for a metal. The residual resistance ratio

(RRR), defined as ρ300/ρ0 = 1.55, is rather small and indicates a high concentration of defects

(which could be related to the complicated modulated crystal structure) in the investigated

sample. For 2K< T < 125K ρ(T ) for Yb3Co4Ge13 fits nicely to ρ0 +AFLT
2 with the residual

resistivity ρ0 = 2.26(1)µΩm and cross section of the quasiparticle-quasiparticle scattering

AFL = 3.1(2) × 10−3 µΩ cmK−2. Thus, the Kadowaki-Woods ratio48 RKW = AFL/γ
2 =

2.8× 10−7µΩ cm (molKmJ−1)2 for Yb3Co4Ge13 is very close to the value of 4× 10−7µΩ cm

(molKmJ−1)2 reported for Yb-based IV systems.49

The temperature dependence of the Seebeck coefficient of thermopower for Yb3Co4Ge13
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Figure 9: Temperature dependence of the electrical resistivity of Yb3Co4Ge13 together with
the fit to ρ0+AFLT

2 (red line). Inset shows temperature dependence of the Seebeck coefficient
of thermopower together with the fit to S = AT/(B2 + T 2).

is presented in the inset to Fig. 9. The small values of the thermopower and the linear

increase of S(T ) in a wide temperature range (i.e. 30−200K) are typical features of a metal.

The positive values of S indicate hole-like conductivity in Yb3Co4Ge13. As expected for

IV systems S(T ) shows also a broad and pronounced maximum centered at 250K. Such

a maximum can be described with S = AT/(B2 + T 2) within a phenomenological model

for the quasiparticle electronic density of state (DOS), N4f at the Fermi level.50 The best

fit to the formula above, which could be obtained for S(T ) of Yb3Co4Ge13, resulted in

A = 6.6(1) × 103 µV and B = 4.4(1) × 104 K2. As one can see in the inset to Fig. 9 the

phenomenological model provides only a very rough description of the thermopower. This

again confirms a complex mechanism of the valence fluctuations in Yb3Co4Ge13.

The thermal conductivity κ(T ) for Yb3Co4Ge13 is shown in Fig. 10. It decreases smoothly

with decreasing temperature from 350K to 100K. Below 100K κ(T ) of Yb3Co4Ge13 drops

down almost to zero. In the whole studied temperature range the thermal conductivity is

very low and comparable with such famous thermoelectric materials as filled skutterudites3 or

clathrates.51 Since no enlarged voids are observed in the crystal structure of Yb3Co4Ge13 and

thus, no signs of any rattling effects, we ascribe this low κ(T ) to the strong crystallographic

disorder in the studied germanide. By applying the Wiedemann-Franz law we decomposed
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κ(T ) of Yb3Co4Ge13 in electronic [κel(T ) = L0T/ρ(T ), where L0 = 2.44 × 10−8 W ΩK−2 is

the Lorenz number] and phononic [κph(T ) = κ(T )− κel(T )] parts. Interestingly, as one can

see from Fig. 10, κ(T ) is dominated by phononic contributions for T < 200K (i.e. in the IV

regime), whereas above this temperatures (i.e. Yb3+ regime) electrons are responsible for

the heat transport. Phonon-mediated thermal conductivity is a common feature of many IV

systems (e.g. YbPtGe2,40 CePd3,52 CeNiSn53 etc.).
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Figure 10: Temperature dependence of the thermal conductivity with its phononic and
electronic parts for Yb3Co4Ge13.

Conclusions

From refinement of single crystal and powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) data Yb3Co4Ge13

is found to crystallize with a 3D + 3 modulated structure. Powder XRD as well as a

high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) study indicated the cubic body-

centered (space group I4132, a ≈ 17.5Å) La3Rh4Sn13 type to be an averaged structure of

the modulated one. Off-stoichiometric Yb3.2Co4Ge12.8 is found to crystallize with the prim-

itive cubic (space group Pm3̄n, a ≈ 8.7Å) Yb3Rh4Sn13 Remeika prototype however, with a

strong structural disorder.

X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) revealed the valence of Yb-ions in the structure of

Yb3Co4Ge13 to be temperature dependent and to vary within +2.60−+2.66 for 85K< T <
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293K. In agreement with this finding, a broad and well pronounced maximum is observed in

the magnetic susceptibility. It can be analysed by interconfiguration fluctuation- as well as

by Coqblin-Schrieffer models. However, the first one resulted in much lower Yb-valences for

T < 250K than those obtained from XAS, while the latter one indicated J = 5/2 instead

of the expected J = 7/2 whole multiplet for Yb3+-ions. Probably, the crystal electric field

splitting is strongly contributing to the low temperature physics of Yb3Co4Ge13.

Measurements of electrical and thermal transport properties indicated Yb3Co4Ge13 to

be a metal. The Kadowaki-Woods ratio deduced from specific heat and electrical resistivity

is close to this expected for Yb-based intermediate valence (IV) systems. In agreement

with this observation the temperature dependence of the Seebeck coefficient S(T ) reveals a

maximum, which can be fairly reproduced by a phenomenological model. S(T ) is also positive

in the whole studied temperature range and implies holes as charge carriers in Yb3Co4Ge13.

The thermal conductivity of the studied germanide is relatively low and dominated by the

phononic contribution as it is the case for a number of IV systems.
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Supporting Information

Table S1: Atomic coordinates, occupational and displacement parameters in
Yb3+xCo4Ge13−x (x = 0, 0.2)

Atom Site G Atomic coordinates Beq

x y z
Yb3Co4Ge13 (modulated)

Yb 6d 0.976(1) 0 1/4 1/2 0.690(4)
Co 8e 0.2488(1) x x 0.785(6)
Ge1 2a 0 0 0 0.36(1)
Ge2 24i 0.640(1) 0.32378(6) 0.16007(6) 0.0018(1) 0.31(1)
Ge3 24i 0.363(3) 0.2765(1) 0.1420(1) 0.0008(2) 0.30(4)

Yb3Co4Ge13 (approximant)
Yb1 24g 1/8 0.2495(9) y + 1/4 0.26(9)
Yb2 24h 1/8 0.2495(6) −y + 1/4 0.45(8)
Co1 8a 1/8 1/8 1/8 0.93(8)
Co2 8b 7/8 7/8 7/8 0.92(9)
Co3 24g 1/8 0.124(2) y + 1/4 0.78(9)
Co4 24h 1/8 0.622(2) −y + 1/4 0.78(5)
Ge1 16e 0.001(1) x x 0.82(5)
Ge2 48i 0.0881(1) 0.250(1) 0.332(2) 0.88(9)
Ge3 48i 0.251(1) 0.327(2) 0.407(1) 0.83(9)
Ge4 48i 0.001(1) 0.157(1) 0.079(2) 0.97(9)
Ge5 48i 0.177(2) 0.389(1) 0.251(2) 0.94(5)

Yb3.2Co4Ge12.8

Yb1 6c 1/4 0 1/2 0.51(9)
Yb2 2a 0.21(1) 0 0 0 0.86(8)
Co 8e 1/4 1/4 1/4 0.32(7)
Ge1 16i 0.10(1) 0.019(2) x x 1.0(2)
Ge2 24k 0.27(1) 0 0.1431(2) 0.2738(2) 0.68(2)
Ge2a 24k 0.73(1) 0 0.1593(2) 0.3211(2) 0.66(2)
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Table S2: Modulation amplitudes of the displacive modulation in Yb3Co4Ge13.

Atom F
(i)
xyz Ucryst Upowder Atom F

(i)
xyz Ucryst Upowder

Yb

F
(1)
z 0.0143(1) -0.0017(5)

Ge2

F
(23)
x 0.0110(2) -0.0052(9)

F
(2)
y 0.0066(1) -0.0029(2) F

(23)
y -0.00136(2) 0.000(1)

F
(3)
xz 0.0064(1) -0.0003(4) F

(23)
z -0.0093(3) -0.003(1)

F
(4)
xz 0.0069(1) 0.0004(2) F

(21)
x 0.0127(2) 0.0018(8)

F
(5)
y -0.0043(1) 0.0007(3) F

(21)
y 0.0075(2) 0.0037(9)

F
(6)
xz 0.0079(1) -0.0016(3) F

(21)
z 0.0108(2) 0.000(1)

F
(7)
y 0.0097(1) 0.0039(2) F

(24)
x 0.0064(2) -0.0158(5)

F
(8)
xz -0.0023(2) -0.0006(4) F

(24)
y 0.0099(2) -0.0068(6)

F
(9)
xz 0.0074(1) -0.0008(4) F

(24)
z 0.0050(3) 0.0085(9)

Co

F(10)
xyz -0.0003(3) -0.0004(6)

Ge3

F(19)
x 0.0105(4) -0.005(1)

F
(11)
xyz 0.0065(2) 0.0070(5) F

(19)
y -0.0060(4) 0.000(1)

F
(12)
xyz -0.0139(1) 0.0023(5) F

(19)
z -0.0112(3) 0.002(2)

F
(13)
xyz 0.0034(2) -0.0037(8) F

(22)
x 0.0075(3) -0.011(1)

F
(14)
xyz 0.0135(1) -0.0036(7) F

(22)
y 0.0238(2) -0.001(2)

F
(15)
xyz -0.0018(2) 0.0026(8) F

(22)
z -0.0184(3) -0.004(2)

Ge1
F

(16)
z 0.0106(4) 0.0172(7) F

(20)
x 0.0146(3) 0.017(1)

F
(17)
xyz 0.0171(1) 0.0021(7) F

(20)
y -0.0062(4) 0.004(1)

F
(18)
xyz -0.0059(2) -0.0027(7) F

(20)
z 0.0154(3) 0.005(2)

Ge2

F(19)
x -0.0055(2) 0.0029(6) F(23)

x -0.0109(4) -0.001(2)
F

(19)
y 0.0173(2) -0.0049(6) F

(23)
y 0.0063(4) 0.005(2)

F
(19)
z 0.0088(2) -0.0044(7) F

(23)
z 0.0057(5) 0.002(2)

F
(22)
x -0.0093(3) -0.0043(9) F

(21)
x -0.0070(3) -0.001(1)

F
(22)
y -0.0042(3) -0.003(1) F

(21)
y -0.0091(3) 0.003(1)

F
(22)
z 0.0076(3) 0.0002(8) F

(21)
z -0.0006(4) 0.003(2)

F
(20)
x 0.0213(2) -0.0069(8) F

(24)
x 0.0198(3) -0.0166(8)

F
(20)
y 0.0061(2) -0.004(1) F

(24)
y 0.0006(4) -0.0045(9)

F
(20)
z -0.0104(2) -0.0019(9) F

(24)
z -0.0020(5) -0.004(2)
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Table S3: Occupational modulation amplitudes in Yb3Co4Ge13.?

Atom Fxyz Ucryst Upowder Atom Fxyz Umono UPowder

Ge2

F(19) 0.043(3) -0.148(7)

Ge3

F (19) -0.111(1) 0.167(8)
F (20) -0.089(2) -0.035(8) F (20) 0.006(1) -0.007(7)
F (21) -0.054(3) 0.15(1) F (21) -0.260(1) -0.14(1)
F (22) 0.089(3) 0.12(1) F (22) -0.099(1) -0.13(1)
F (23) 0.103(3) 0.04(1) F (23) -0.001(1) 0.00(1)
F (24) 0.147(3) 0.081(6) F (24) -0.007(2) -0.146(7)

?Modulation functions for sin and cos of Fourier terms: p = p0 +
∑

i U
iF i(x4, x5, x6)p

x = x0 +
∑

i U
iF i(x4, x5, x6)x;

y = y0 +
∑

i U
iF i(x4, x5, x6)y;

z = z0 +
∑

i U
iF i(x4, x5, x6)z;

F (1) = [cos(x5 − x6)− cos(x5 + x6)]z
F (2) = [cos(x4 + x5) + cos(x4 − x5)− cos(x5 − x6)− cos(x5 + x6)]y
F (3) = [cos(x5 + x6)− cos(x5 − x6)]x + [cos(x4 + x5)− cos(x4 − x5)]z
F (4) = [sin(x4 + x5) + sin(x4 − x5)]x + [sin(x5 + x6)− sin(x5 − x6)]z
F (5) = [sin(x4 + x5)− sin(x4 − x5) + sin(x5 − x6) + sin(x5 + x6)]y
F (6) = [sin(x5 − x6)− sin(x5 + x6)]x + [sin(x4 + x5) + sin(x4 − x5)]z
F (7) = [cos(x4 + x6)− cos(x4 − x6)]y
F (8) = [sin(x4 + x6)]x − [sin(x4 − x6)]z
F (9) = [sin(x4 − x6)]x + [sin(x4 + x6)]z

F (10) = [cos(x4 + x5)]x + [cos(x5 + x6)]y + [cos(x4 + x6)]z
F (11) = [cos(x4 + x6)]x + [cos(x4 + x5)]y + [cos(x5 + x6)]z
F (12) = [cos(x5 + x6)]x + [cos(x4 + x6)]y + [cos(x4 + x5)]z
F (13) = [sin(x4 + x5)]x + [sin(x5 + x6)]y + [sin(x4 + x6)]z
F (14) = [sin(x4 + x6)]x + [sin(x4 + x5)]y + [cos(x5 + x6)]z
F (15) = [sin(x5 + x6)]x + [sin(x4 + x6)]y + [sin(x4 + x5)]z

F (16) = [cos(x4 + x5)− cos(x4 − x5)]z
F (17) = [sin(x4+x5)+sin(x4−x5)]x+[sin(x5+x6)+sin(x5−x6)]y+[sin(x4+x6)−sin(x4−x6)]z
F (18) = [sin(x4+x6)+sin(x4−x6)]x+[sin(x4+x5)−sin(x4−x5)]y+[sin(x5+x6)−sin(x5−x6)]z

F (19) = [cos(x4 + x5)]
F (20) = [cos(x4 + x6)]
F (21) = [cos(x5 + x6)]
F (22) = [sin(x4 + x5)]
F (23) = [sin(x4 + x6)]
F (24) = [sin(x5 + x6)]
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Table S4: Anisotropic parameters for the modulated Yb3Co4Ge13

Atom B11 B22 B33 B12 B13 B23

Yb 0.532(6) 1.01(1) B11 0 0 0
Co 0.79(1) B11 B11 0.140(6) B12 B12
Ge1 0.36(2) B11 B11 0 0 0
Ge2 0.17(2) 0.15(2) 0.61(2) 0.022(8) 0.02(2) 0.02(2)
Ge3 0.44(7) 0.25(6) 0.21(6) 0.07(3) -0.18(4) 0.15(4)

Table S5: Interatomic distances (Å) in Yb3+xCo4Ge13−x (x = 0, 0.2)

Contact Yb3Co4Ge13 (I4132) Yb3.2Co4Ge12.8 (Pm3̄n)
Yb-Ge 2.990(2)− 3.186(3) 3.026(1)− 3.201(1)
Yb-Co 3.047(3)− 3.170(3) 3.0903(1)− 3.7848(1)
Yb-Yb 4.3613(1) 4.3704(1)
Co-Ge 2.355(4)− 2.430(4) 2.3856(6)− 3.499(2)
Co-Co > 4.3Å
Ge-Ge 2.630(2)− 3.412(4) 2.484(2)− 3.359(2)

Figure S1: Dependence of the systematic deviations ∆ of reflections’ indexing vs. 2Θ for
Yb3Co4Ge13.
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